Abstract-This paper describes an architecture for controlling non-player characters (NPC) in the First Person Shooter (FPS) game Unreal Tournament 2004. Specifically, the DRE-Bot architecture is made up of three reinforcement learners, Danger, Replenish and Explore, which use the tabular Sarsa(λ) algorithm. This algorithm enables the NPC to learn through trial and error building up experience over time in an approach inspired by human learning. Experimentation is carried to measure the performance of DRE-Bot when competing against fixed strategy bots that ship with the game. The discount parameter, γ, and the trace parameter, λ, are also varied to see if their values have an effect on the performance.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) [1] involves a decision-making learner, often referred to as an agent, which carries out actions in an environment in order to achieve an explicit goal or goals. The list of all possible actions that can be taken is called the action space and the list of all states is known as the state space. State-action pairs are stored by the policy of the learner. These represent how useful it is to carry out a specific action in a given state. The policy, which is informed by a numerical reward received at each time step, adapts over time with a view to maximise the long term reward. The most common types of policy in reinforcement learning are generalisation and tabular approaches. With generalisation, a function approximator is used to generalise a mapping of states to actions. The tabular approach stores numerical representations of all state-action pairs in a lookup table. In this research, we use the tabular Sarsa(λ) algorithm which is described in Section III.
B. First Person Shooter Games
FPS games are a genre of computer game in which players are immersed in a competitive, three dimensional environment. Players are controlled from a first person perspective and can traverse through the world, interacting with both the environment and other players (team mates and opponents). Many different game types exist with FPSs. In this paper, we are only concerned with developing a bot that is competent in playing the Death Match or "Free-for-all" game type in which the sole objective for each player taking part is to eliminate the other players in the world. Players can pick up items such as guns, ammunition and health packages and engage in combat with each other until either a score or time limit is reached. The skills acquired in this mode are, of course, prerequisites for the other game types.
C. Problem Summary
Graphics in modern computer games are closer than ever to being photo-realistic. In recent times, there has been an increased emphasis on improved artificial intelligence (AI) with game developers realising its importance for making games more adaptable and enjoyable. Traditional approaches to game-AI included hard-coding, scripting techniques such as Finite State Machines and Fuzzy logic. While these techniques are tried and tested with varying success, they can often lead to predictable game play that can be exploited by knowledgeable players. Controlling an FPS bot in a complex 3D environment is certainly a difficult task, even for a human. Constant real time decision making is required for a variety of different tasks such as path-finding, combat, retreating, completing game objectives etc. The long-term objective of this work is to develop bots that can learn their own strategy and continually adapt over time, as opposed to being given strict rules, to test whether this will lead to a more challenging and natural opponent for players of all skill levels.
II. RELATED WORK
BotPrize [2] is a competition that was set up for testing the humanness of computer controlled bots in FPS games. The initial purpose of the competition was to see if computer controlled bots could fool expert judges into believing that they were human players in Unreal Tournament 2004. This competition essentially acts as a Turing Test [3] for bots. The overall goal of the competition, which was first run in 2008, was to fool the expert judges into believing that a bot is human at least 50 percent of the time. The format of the competition has since changed [4] and now all players, including bots, act as judges in the game by using a modified gun to carry out their judgement of the other players.
McPartland and Gallagher [6] applied the tabular Sarsa(λ) [1] algorithm to a purpose-built first person shooter game. The algorithm was used to learn the controllers of navigation, item collection and combat individually. The authors report that they developed a purpose built game as opposed to using a commercial game in order to reduce the processor overhead and increase the throughput of experiments. The results showed that reinforcement learning could be successfully applied to a simplified purpose-built FPS game.
Smith et al. [8] developed an algorithm called RETALIATE (REinforced TActic Learning In Agent-Team Environments) for Unreal Tournament. The authors used the Q-learning [9] algorithm for learning winning policies in the Domination game type. The work that was carried out was concerned with co-ordinating the team behaviour, as opposed to learning behaviours of the individual players. They carried out experiments against three different teams with varying strategies. The results showed that the algorithm adapted well to the changing environments. This algorithm was later enhanced using Case Based Reasoning by Auslander et al. [10] with their agent called CBRetaliate.
Di Wang et al. [11] proposed the use of FALCON [12] for developing a computer-controlled agent in Unreal Tournament 2004. The authors built two FALCON networks, one for weapon selection and one for behaviour selection. The bot learned by using cognitive nodes which could be translated into rules by associating a state and a particular action with an estimated reward. The bots created these rules and learned how to play the game in real time.
III. GAME AND DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE

A. Unreal Tournament 2004
Unreal Tournament 2004 is a highly customisable, commercial FPS game that was developed by Epic Games and Digital Extremes. Players can choose from a large variety of avatars and maps competing against other human players, computer controlled bots or a mixture of both. The game uses the Unreal Engine which has an open scripting language called UnrealScript. This scripting language can be used to carry out high level programming of the game.
B. Pogamut 3
Pogamut 3 is an open-source Java middleware toolkit 1 which can be used for creating virtual agents in the 3D environment of Unreal Tournament 2004. It makes use of UnrealScript for developing external control mechanisms for the game. The toolkit enables developers to spawn and control bots and has simplified the process of carrying out in-game actions, such as path-finding, so that the development emphasis can be put on the intelligence of the bot.
IV. DRE-BOT ARCHITECTURE
A. Overview
We have developed three high level modes for this architecture. These are Danger, Replenish and Explore mode. Danger mode is activated when the bot can see an opponent or is being damaged. Replenish mode is activated when ammunition and/or health is below a low (40%) or critical (20%) level.
Explore mode is activated when the bot is not in Danger or Replenish mode. Each of these modes consists of one independent learner which has its own states, actions and rewards. Each of the learners in this implementation uses the Sarsa (λ) algorithm, which will be described in the next section, and has its own state-action lookup table. The key motivation for this architecture is to decompose the problem space, so as to improve learning. A benefit of this architecture is that different learning algorithms or varying parameters could be used for the different modes if it was deemed to be advantageous to the learning process. However, for this current implementation, the same algorithm and parameters are used by all three modes.
B. Tabular Sarsa(λ) Algorithm
The Tabular Sarsa(λ) algorithm learns directly from raw experience without any model of the environment's dynamics. Being an on-policy method, the algorithm continually estimates state-action values (Q-values) for a specific behaviour policy while, at the same time, changing toward greediness with respect to the Q-values. It uses eligibility traces to speed up learning by allowing past actions to benefit from the current reward. The use of eligibility traces also enables the algorithm to learn sequences of actions which can be beneficial when learning useful policies in first person shooter games. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is written in Fig. 2 . Firstly, the Q-values and eligibility traces for all states and actions are initialised. Then, for every step of each episode, s is set to the current state and an available action a is selected. The action is taken and then a reward, r, is received. The temporal difference (TD) error, δ, is then calculated using the reward, discount parameter, γ, and the current and next state-action pairs. The current eligibility trace is then assigned a value of 1 to mark it as being eligible for learning. Next, the Q-values and eligibility traces for all states and actions are updated as follows. Each Q-value is updated as the old Q-value plus the eligibility trace variable multiplied by the learning rate, α, and the TD error δ. Each eligibility trace variable is then updated as the old value multiplied by the discount parameter (γ) and the eligibility trace (λ). Once this has completed, the current state s is set to the next action s' and the current action, a, is set to the next action a'. 
The states are made up of a series of checks from the environment. Checks such as "Is an opponent visible?", "Am I being hit?", "Do I have low health?" are combined together to make up the individual states. All of these checks correspond to the bots perception of the world around it. Every new state that is added increases the complexity of the learner. For this reason, it was important to design high level states that capture the most important information from the game. Too few states could lead to consistently poor performance where as too many could drastically increase the amount of time it takes to learn an effective policy. The following are tables of the checks that are carried out to represent the states in each of the modes.
Firstly, in Table I , we can see the different checks and values which are used to represent the Danger state. Being hit, bumping and hearing noise can each have the value of either True or False. The distance check measures how far an opponent is from the bot. These values are short, medium, far or no which represents that no opponent is visible at the moment. There are 32 different Danger states in total. The checks and values for the Replenish states are shown in Table II . These include checks for seeing an enemy, seeing a pickup and hearing a pickup. Poor levels of health and ammunition are also taken into account. There are two levels for health: low (LH) and critical (CH). There are also two levels for ammunition: low (LA) and critical (CA). Low corresponds to having 40% remaining where as critical corresponds to having 20% remaining. There are 64 possible states when in Replenish mode. 2) Actions: The actions that are available to the bot are not primitive but they are also not overly complex in that each action carries out just one activity. These include activities such as continuous movement, jumping, shooting and changing weapon. The amount of actions and their corresponding complexity will determine the eventual proficiency of the bot. We will now take a look at the actions that are available for the three different modes. These high level actions were chosen based on human knowledge of the game and were improved over time after running initial experiments.
In Danger mode, the bot can shoot its primary weapon, shoot its secondary weapon, go to the location of the last opponent seen (if any), stop all movement, dodge in a random direction, jump with a random amount of elevation, turn and face a visible player or turn randomly, and change weapon. There are also some hard-coded rules about taking actions such as not being able to shoot a gun without an opponent being visible. The Danger actions are designed to deal with scenarios in which the bot is being damaged and in danger of being killed.
The Replenish actions are listed below. These include shooting the primary weapon, shooting the secondary weapon, continuous movement, going to a visible pickup, recording the location of visible item, going to an item from those that are stored and turning away from a visible opponent to escape. These actions are designed to deal with scenarios in which the bot has low health or ammunition and needs to replenish their supplies. Shooting actions were also included so that the bot could defend itself in such situations.
The final table of actions, below, lists the actions that are available to the bot while in Explore mode. These include constant motion around the map while running, constant motion around the map while walking, turning left, turning right, stopping all movement, crouching and un-crouching. This mode is designed for when the bot is not in any danger and has good health and ammunition. 3) Rewards: The reward is acquired through an accumulation of reward checks. These are listed below with their corresponding values. If a reward check returns True then the value for that reward is added to the total. The reward is then returned as a single number which represents the reward received for that time step.
The rewards checks include: being healthy or not, colliding or not, moving or not, seeing an opposing player, causing or receiving damage, killing or being killed and picking up items or gaining adrenaline. Adrenaline can be gained by either picking up pills on the map or completing tasks such as a killing spree (multiple kills) or ending an opponents killing spree etc. Gaining adrenaline is given a substantial reward as it is indicative of good play in the game.
V. EXPERIMENTATION A. Details
These experiments involve connecting the DRE-Bot to a death match server against two fixed-strategy bots from the game. The games were played on a small map designed for two to three players and the games ended when the DRE-Bot had died 200 times. Both the discount parameter, γ, and the eligibility trace parameter, λ were varied to note what effect they had on the overall performance of the Sarsa(λ) algorithm. The learning rate, α, was fixed at 0.2 for all games and angreedy strategy with set 0.2 was used. Setting to 0.2 means that random actions will be chosen 2 out every 10 times. The reason that the learning performance appears to be insensitive to the algorithm parameters could be a result of the implicit randomness in the game and the fact that it is a high level, simplistic design. The map used is also very small and encourages almost constant combat. The next table shows the final kill-death difference for both runs of the experimentation. These values represent how many more kills than deaths the bot had at the end of the game. So adding 200 to these values would equal the total amount of kills carried out by the bot during the game. Again, these values are very variable and range from 18 to 213 in the first run and 9 to 245 in the second run. The number of kills is closely related to the amount of overall reward as a large reward of 1.0 is received for a kill and 0.2 for injuring an opponent. Five games were also played where random actions were taken 100% of the time. The results of these games are listed in Table X below. The purpose of running these was to see what the baseline performance was like when learning was disabled and random actions were taken. The bot managed to have more kills than deaths in four out of the five games but the amount of kills and reward received was much less than when learning was enabled in the majority of the cases. The decomposition of the tasks into modes is enabling the bot to perform quite well even when selecting actions at random. For instance, when the bot is in Danger mode, two out of the seven actions available to it involve shooting at the opponent which results in the bot being able to kill regularly. We can see from this table that the performance of the bot is improved when learning is enabled in the algorithm. On average, 100 more kills are carried out and an extra 200 points of reward is received through learning. These are just preliminary runs and it will be important to carry out many more runs and continually tweak the states, actions and rewards as well as developing an improved method for evaluation in the future.
B. Results and Analysis
VI. CONCLUSION
